Liftomatic's model L4F model is ideal for conveyor applications where drums must be moved quickly, safely and efficiently.

**Conveyor Work**

**TOUGH JOBS**

Drums are processed on conveyor lines. They fill, get capped and move to the end of the line. Then what? A big guy (or two, or three?) to roll them off onto pallets? You don’t think so.

**DEMAND TOUGH EQUIPMENT**

Instead, take a page from the ergonomics playbook. Fully mechanical forklift attachments from Liftomatic, using the proven "Parrot-Beak®" clamping system, offer the solution. Units for handling 1-4 drums at a time can make quick and efficient work for your conveyor to warehouse to shipping applications. Implement them today and start showing it on the bottom line tomorrow! Your operators will thank you.

To Order: Call 800-837-6540 or Fax: 847-325-2959